ABSTRACT. Let C(X) denote the set of closed operators with dense domain on a Banach space X, and L(X) the set of all bounded linear operators on X. Let *(X) denote the set of all Fredholm operators on X, and °$(-4) the set of all complex numbers X such that (X -A) e" t(X).
Q.E.D.
We denote the set of all bounded operators on X by L(X).
Lemma 1.2. Let A e $(X), B e L(X), and K £ K(X). Suppose AB|V= K|v where V is a dense subspace of X. Then B £ Jv(X).
Proof. There exists AQ e L(X) such that AQA = 7 -Kj, Xj e K(X). Vßlv = Ao*lv (i-^i)ßlv=K2lv E|v = (XjB + K2)|l/. 
Therefore, R'^R^A) -RxiA)R^B) = K, and R'¿B)R'xiA) = R'xÍA)R^iB) + K, K, K{ e K(X) for i = 7, 8, 9, 10. The analyticity of K in A and p follows from the analyticity of R'ÍB) and R'xiA). (1) aifÍBA)CaiÍA)a1fÍB), and
Proof. Since iAB)\ß,A. is preclosed and K is bounded, we have that BA is preclosed.
Let C denote the set of all complex numbers. Since 0 4 ff#(B) and a^iB)
is not empty, we have that if ajA) = C then ajB)ajA) = C, and the lemma is established. We therefore assume that ajA) 4 C.
Suppose y is a fixed point not in ajB)ajA).
We proceed to show that y e $(rfJ).
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